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Goose Eye Farm in the Sunday River
valley 2011
Since the Pierce’s, Bruce, Suzanne, Hannah and Reece, acquired Goose Eye
Farm from William and Susan Herlihy in
2005 they have worked steadily toward
making the farm a place of self sufficiency like the Sunday River farms of a
century ago. (And buck the trend to the
spread of house farms a.k.a. subdivisions) Currently they have eggs from
free range hens, 14 broiler hens that
have already been put up in the freezer,
2 pigs for fall pork, a sugar house for
making Maple Syrup along with a newly
planted Maple orchard of hybrid trees
called Super Sweet Sap Silver Maples.
They currently have the OK to tap trees
on the neighboring Verrill property.
The farm was named by the Russell family who owned the land and started a
farm in the 1980’s. There is a fine view
of Goose Eye Mountain from nearly any
spot on the 15 acre property.
In the summer of 2011 the main project
is a horseback riding ring and exercise
paddock. They currently have three
horses, one being a large Percheron draft
horse named Jezebelle, one Morgan
named Moneeka and a Welsh Cob Pony
named Siberian Snowbear.
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Their daughter Hannah is “in training” to
gain equestrian skills but the whole family is
involved with farm animals.
Prior to the Russell's building a home and
barn, this section of the Sunday River valley
had only one homestead on the river side of
the road above Artist Bridge, that of Julia
and Roland Fleet. Goose Eye Farm presents
an extraordinary view itself as it catches the
eyes of nearly all driving down Monkey
Brook Road from the Jordan Grand Hotel and
Sunday River Golf Course.
Goose Eye Farm’s Taj Mahal is the horse
barn built by Ed Daye for the Russell's. Of all
the buildings in the Sunday River valley, it is
the “Finest Kind”. Ed also built the house for
the Russells. Since the Pierce’s have added a
third horse to their string Bruce has had to
add another apartment (box stall) and a
large store room for shavings for bedding.
He also added another barn to the property
which is labeled the “Old Man’s Garage”
where he tinkers and repairs the farm equipment. Native talent was bypassed to some
extent since it is a post and beam style
building shipped from Connecticut.
Besides the two barns, the other new building is the sugar house. Here in the spring
comes the deluxe brand “A & B Syrup”.
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Winky and Patch
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Super Sweet Sap Silver Maples-a grove of
future maple syrup supply

Evaporator from whence comes the
light amber syrup

US GRADE A LIGHT AMBER SYRUP

Riding ring and exercise
paddock—the beginnings
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The Old Man’s Garage
and
The Old Man’s Collection
of New and Antique Farm
Vehicles
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Uncle Billy’s saddle

Abby and Greta are the official welcoming
party at Goose Eye Farm
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Thank You for Visiting
Goose Eye Farm
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